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Abstract
We develop a exible multi-factor stochastic model with Markov regime-switching
spikes, for daily spot and forward electricity. The model captures various stylized
features of power prices, including mean reversion and seasonal patterns, and shortlived spikes. Parameters are estimated through a practical two-step procedure, that
combines pre-calibration of deterministic elements and spikes, and state-space estimation of di usive factors. We use several results on ane jump di usions to combine
the spike and di usive components, and to provide convenient closed-form solutions
for important power derivatives. We also propose a simple nonparametric model for
hourly spot prices, based on hourly pro le sampling from historical data. This model
can reproduce complicated intraday patterns, and enables fast numerical pricing of
hourly options. We illustrate the performance of the daily and hourly models using
data from the Amsterdam Power Exchange.
Keywords: Ane jump di usions, Ecient option pricing, Electricity and energy markets, Regime-switching spikes, State-space (Kalman lter) estimation.
JEL classi cation: C10, C50, G12, G13, L94.

1 Introduction

We develop a practical multi-factor stochastic model for daily spot and forward electricity prices. The set-up captures some of the well-known and market-speci c features of
power price dynamics, including mean reversion and seasonal patterns, and short-lived
price spikes. We estimate model parameters by a exible two-step procedure, that combines pre-calibration of deterministic elements and spikes, and state-space estimation of
a three-factor model for the short, medium and long-term driving di usive factors. In a
departure from the literature, we use a three-state Markov regime-switching model for the
spikes, which enables us to reproduce spike arrival frequencies, magnitudes and duration.
We use several transform results on ane jump di usions (AJDs), to derive convenient
closed-form solutions for important contingent claims, and show how the spike and di usive components can be combined.
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We also propose a simple nonparametric model for hourly spot prices, based on hourly
pro le sampling from historical data. This model can reproduce complicated intraday
patterns, while enabling rapid numerical pricing of options on hourly electricity. We illustrate the performance of the daily and hourly models, using data from the Amsterdam
Power Exchange (APX), and perform a simulation-based assessment. Our modelling approach allows for various extensions, including more complicated models for the individual
components, and time-varying dependence between power and fuel markets.
The opening of continental European and North American electricity markets, and the
continued increases in exchange based and over-the-counter volumes of trade, has exposed
both energy producers and industrial end users to new forms of market and price risk (see
Joskow (1997) and Mork (2001) for discussion of deregulation). Traders and risk managers
now rely upon accurate models of electricity spot and forward prices, and the construction
of reliable forecasts and price scenarios, and tools for pricing energy derivatives. These
models are important when evaluating hedging products and physical assets.
Despite apparent similarities with nancial asset prices, such as heavy-tailed returns,
electricity has very di erent stochastic properties to both standard securities and storable
commodities.1 It must be generated continuously for actual delivery and consumption,
and meaningful quantities cannot often be stored at reasonable cost, or easily transported.
This nonstorability, and lack of recourse to inventories, makes prices particularly sensitive
to demand and supply shocks, that include unusually high temperatures, and technical
problems such as power plant failure or transmission line overload. When major load and
generation problems arise simultaneously, as during the European summer heatwave in
2003, these spikes can be extreme, e.g. between 10 and 11 August 2003, spot prices on the
Dutch APX rose by over 3,000% (from 19.18 euros/MWh to 660.34 euros/MWh), only to

1 For recent empirical research on power markets, see Escribano et al. (2002), Karakatsani and Bunn
(2005), Knittel and Roberts (2005), Atkins (2006) and Koopman et al. (2007).
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return to original levels 5 days later. Spikes are typically short lived, rather than leading
to sustainable higher prices, but can nevertheless last for several days or more.
Price spikes typically lead to identi cation problems for single-factor jump di usion spot
models that were inspired by work on asset prices and interest rate dynamics. For instance,
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with additive Poisson jumps, a mean-reverting spot price,
and volatility driven by Brownian motion, i.e. d ln St = ( ln St)dt + (S; t)dWt + Jtdqt,
typically requires a high speed of mean reversion in order to reduce the spot price following
a large positive jump, which removes too much variability in the non-jump periods of the
sample. See Huisman and Mahieu (2003), Weron et al. (2004), Borovkova and Permana
(2006), and de Jong (2006) for background. Our Markov regime-switching spike framework
has three levels, that are identi ed from the spot prices, and that are interpreted following
calibration as small, medium and large spikes. A one-day transition matrix gives the
probability of moving from a given spike level to another.
Electricity is also subject to natural and human phenomena, that result in periodic dependencies in the data. Examples include demand-driven annual patterns due to changing
daylight hours, and intraweek and intraday periodicity in uenced by industrial activity. In
markets that are heavily dependent on hydroelectric generation, supply-side patterns are
important: spot prices on the Scandinavian Nord Pool exchange are a ected by precipitation and snowmelt. Practitioners and researchers commonly model annual and intraweek
patterns with deterministic functions, such as truncated Fourier series (Pilipovic (1998))
and sinusoids (Erlwein et al. (2010)).
We combine sinusoidal and piecewise-constant functions in this paper, for annual and
intraweek patterns. We use forward data to give a clearer indication of long-run seasonal
patterns. Intraday seasonality is a particular problem when modelling hourly spot prices
using standard econometric methods: these patterns will not appear in the daily aggregate
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series, but must be taken into account when designing hourly models. Weekend prices are
strongly in uenced by demand surges at midday and evening mealtimes, while weekday
and weekend intraday patterns usually also di er (see Wilkinson and Winsen (2002) and
Bottazzi et al. (2005)): our simple hourly model deals with this problem.
Spot prices are commonly thought to be mean reverting, and this feature is described
in empirical work by Weron and Przybylowicz (2000), Lucia and Schwartz (2002), and
Simonsen (2003). Following a temporary deviation, spot prices return to some equilibrium
level, which re ects economic and fundamental factors such as the marginal cost of production and seasonal weather conditions: the equilibrium need not be constant, but may
be periodic, or periodic with a trend. We capture short, medium and long-term reversion
by using a multivariate extension of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.2
Use of all available market information on forwards in the model estimation ensures
coherency of the spot model with observed forward dynamics. The literature describes a
number of single-factor electricity spot models, usually for daily data (e.g. Huisman and
Mahieu's (2003) and Weron et al.'s (2004) regime-switching models for prices, econometric
models such those in Misiorek et al. (2006), and Koopman et al.'s (2007) seasonal RegARFIMA-GARCH, and modi ed jump di usions, e.g. Borovkova and Permana (2006) and
Geman and Roncoroni (2006)). These models do not treat forwards explicitly, nor do they
generally give rise to manageable analytic solutions for the pricing of derivatives.
Moreover, single-factor models do not have the exibility to match the forward volatility
term structure (they are usually estimated using historical spot series, and give a volatility
term structure that decreases too rapidly, as a consequence of focusing on high-frequency
spot price movements, with insucient data to accurately model lower-frequency longer2 A number of authors have used economic theory and models based upon fundamentals to cast light
upon empirical features of electricity and energy markets, including Routledge et al. (2001), Barlow (2002),
Bessembinder and Lemmon (2002), and Coulon and Howison (2009).
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term price movements). Another strand of research has developed Heath-Jarrow-Morton
type and other direct models of forward curve dynamics, which are rarely a ected by shortterm spikes, e.g. Borovkova (2004), and Koekebakker and Ollmar (2005). However, the
resulting implied spot model is generally not Markovian, and provides a poor approximation
to the complex behaviour found in spot markets.
Since electricity forwards are much less volatile than spot prices, it is reasonable to use
multiple, possibly unobservable, risk factors, that are separately responsible for volatile
short-term spot behaviour, and the less volatile medium and long-term e ects that are
observed in forward prices. We follow Diko et al. (2006), who provide strong evidence that
a three-factor di usive model may be appropriate for a number of European spot/forward
markets, including the APX (additional support is provided by Kiesel et al. (2009), who
describe a two -factor model for forward prices). A coherent spot/forward model is also
important when assessing hedging strategies, and several studies have considered this issue
for energy commodities, including Schwartz and Smith (2000), Karesen and Husby (2002),
Manoliu and Tompaidis (2002) and Cortazar and Schwartz (2003). We extend these papers
by combining a multi-factor mean reverting di usion with a regime-switching spike model.
We set our daily model in the AJD framework, which enables us to use several fundamental transform results of Due et al. (2000) to derive ecient closed-form solutions, up
to resolution of a system of ordinary di erential equations, for the conditional characteristic function of the state variables at maturity. This approach has important implications
for the ecient pricing of electricity derivatives on both spot and forwards, and leads to
rapid and elegant pricing solutions. While Monte Carlo has been used cleverly to price very
complex nancial derivatives (see Boyle et al. (1997) for an introduction), pure simulation
is often computationally prohibitive in electricity markets, e.g. when pricing an option
on a power forward, or when computing Greeks. Whenever possible, it is useful to have
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available analytic or ecient analytic/numerical solutions. Our procedure sets the spot
and forward data in state-space form. Estimation of the free parameters follows directly
by the Kalman lter, and maximum likelihood. Our hourly spot price model then avoids
some diculties associated with econometric time-series models of hourly data (e.g. Haldrup and Nielsen (2006)), such as overparameterization, and e ectively uses all available
historical hourly information. We are able to price hourly forwards and hourly options.
Following estimation of the daily and hourly models, we go further than reporting
descriptive statistics, and assess some interesting aspects of model quality by stochastic
simulation, i.e. the ability to reproduce observed market behaviour, such as spike duration,
and intraday mean patterns. We extend a similar technique that was developed independently by Geman and Roncoroni (2006), by considering the simulated distributions of the
statistics of interest, rather than one or two of their moments, which provides a more detailed picture of the model performance. We mention pricing applications of our models,
to derivatives on hourly and daily power, in an Appendix.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the daily and hourly models,
explains the calibration procedure, and demonstrates how the daily model can be written
in state-space form using spot and forward prices. Section 3 examines the quality of the
estimated model, with a numerical example using APX data. Section 4 concludes.
2 Model design and implementation

We model the daily log baseload spot price as:
ln(St) = t + e>Xet +

> Xt ;

(1)
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in which t := YPt + WPt contains deterministic yearly and weekly patterns, and e and
are coecient vectors acting on spike risk factors Xet, and di usive risk factors Xt.
 The 3  1 vector Xet has ith element unity, and the remaining elements are zero

(corresponding to active ith spike state), while e captures the magnitude of each
spike level. Spikes on APX are de ned as spot prices that exceed 70 euros/MWh.3
We build the empirical spike distribution: spike parameters (level 1, 2 and 3 spikes,
and the probability of arrival of a level 2 spike) are jointly calibrated to match the
rst 4 central moments of the empirical spike distribution, under the constraint that
level 1 and level 3 spikes arrive with equal probability. This gives 4 equations and 4
unknowns, and so the system is solvable. The spike magnitude on a given date is the
di erence between the daily price at that date and the average of the immediate prespike and post-spike levels. Once a spike has been assigned to a level, we construct a
3  3 one-day transition matrix to describe movements between spike and non-spike
dates. The spikes are removed from the spot for the rest of the calibration.

 We model the annual seasonal pattern by a parametric function:

2
 (t  3 )
YPt = 1 + 2 cos 365:25 ;


with a level term and a sinusoidal function to approximate the annual cycle. The
parameters 1; 2 and 3 are calibrated by matching available quarterly forward data.
 We use a piecewise-constant function with 7 values for the weekly pattern:

WPt = lnfHolt DayLevelt=sun + (1 Holt) DayLeveltg;

3 We have tested various extensions, including nonparametric \local" spike identi cation, but the basic
principle remains the same: spikes are identi ed in a \sensible" way from the spot data.
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and associates each day of the week with coecients DayLevelt, which are calibrated
using the spot price series, after removal of spikes and holidays. For holiday dates,
the DayLevelt is a weighted (by the fraction of population on/not on holiday on that
date) average of the Sunday DayLevelt=sun and the DayLevelt=mon;:::;sun. For the
APX market, Holt 2 f0; 1g, if a given day is a public holiday or not.
 We use an additive three-factor mean reverting model, with = (1; 1; 1)>, and a

vector Xt of di usive risk factors that follows an ane di usion:
dXt(i) = i Xt(i) dt + i dWt(i) ; i = 1; 2; 3;

with E [dWt(i)dWt(j)] = 0, for i 6= j . In matrix notation, this model is written as:
dXt = K1 Xt dt + H01=2 dWt ;

(2)

in which K1 = diag( 1; 2; 3) and H0 = diag(12; 22; 32). An additive threefactor model was chosen following experimentation with two-factor models, and given
the principal components results of Diko et al. (2006) and others. The risk factors
revert to zero at a speed of i. Following estimation, the elements of Xt can be
ordered by their respective speeds of mean reversion, and are usefully interpreted as
independent short, medium, and long-term risk factors, corresponding to the largest,
medium, and smallest speeds of reversion. Often, the estimated volatility components
i , which appear in H01=2 , fall with ji j. Model (2) can be extended to correlated risk
factors, although the statistical motivation for this is still unclear in power markets.
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2.1 Ane jump di usions

Equation (2) is a special case of the class of AJD processes. Transform results on AJDs
enable (near-)analytical treatment of a wide class of derivative pricing problems, and computationally tractable estimation. For further technical details, we refer the reader to the
seminal paper by Due et al. (2000), who derive the closed form of the conditional characteristic function (CCF) of the state vector XT at maturity T , given information at time
t, and to Dai and Singleton (2000) and Due et al. (2003). Knowledge of the CCF is the
same as knowledge of the joint conditional density function of XT . Due et al. (2000)
provide two transforms that enable ecient pricing of forwards and European options.
Applications of AJDs to nance include Eraker (2004) and Johannes (2004).
A process X is an ane jump di usion if:
 It is an n  1 Markov process relative to a ltration Ft (\information"), that solves

the stochastic di erential equation:

dXt = (Xt )dt + (Xt )dWt + dZt ;

(3)

written under the physical measure P , and driven by the n  1 Ft-adapted standard
Brownian motion Wt, with n  1 and n  n parameter functions  and . The process
Zt is a pure jump, with xed jump amplitude distribution  and arrival intensity
(Xt ). For an extension to multiple jump components, see Due et al. (2000,
Appendix B). We assume that ,  and  are regular enough that (3) has a unique
strong solution (in the technical sense of Karatzas and Shreve (1999, Section 5.2)).
For complex n  1 vectors c, de ne the \jump transform"  (c) = RRn exp(c>z)d (z),
which is assumed to be known in closed form, whenever the integral is well de ned.
 The drift vector , \instantaneous" covariance matrix > and jump intensity  have
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an ane dependence on X :4
(Xt ) = K0 + K1 Xt
(Xt )(Xt )> = H0 + H1 Xt
(Xt ) = l0 + l1 Xt

:
:
:

K0 is n  1; K1 is n  n
H0 is n  n; H1 is n  n  n
l0 is n(n + 1)  1; l1 is n(n + 1)  n:

(4)
(5)
(6)

Then, the CCF of XT , given current information about X at time t, and maturity T ,
has an exponential-ane form:
(u; Xt; t; T ) := E [eu>XT jFt] = e t+ t>Xt ;

t  T:

(7)

The expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of X determined by the parameters  = (K0; K1; H0; H1; l0; l1). This is a fundamental result. Due et al. (2000) show
that and satisfy the complex-valued Riccati ordinary di erential equations:
_t =
_t =

K1>

t

K0>

t

1
2
1
2

> H1 t
> H0 t

t
t

l1> [ (

) 1]
l0> [ ( t ) 1];
t

(8)
(9)

with boundary conditions T = u and T = 0. This system of equations may either be
solved analytically or, where this is not possible, by numerical methods such as fourth-order
Runge-Kutta, or similar.5
4 Here, H1 Xt denotes the n  n matrix (H1 )ijk (Xt )k , and Einstein summation notation is used: we
implicitly sum over all repeated indices in tensor products. Further, t> H1 t denotes ( t )i (H1 )ijk ( t )j .
5 Interesting extensions to (4){(6) include models that permit parameters to be linear-quadratic functions
of the state, e.g. Cheng and Scaillet's (2007) LQJD, with linear jump component and linear-quadratic
di usion part. We show that the AJD framework already provides a good approximation to the behaviour
of power markets, and do not investigate theoretical extensions here.
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2.2 Di usive risk factors and regime-switching spikes

We treat the ane di usion and ane jump components of (3) separately, with CCFs AD
and AJ. We assume that the spikes and di usive components observed in electricity spot
prices are independent, i.e. the di usive component has no impact upon spike occurrence,
so that the ane jump di usion CCF can be constructed simply as := AD AJ. Separating the treatment of spikes and di usion can be reasonable in power markets, in which extreme price spikes are of interest, and are relatively easy to identify. Under conditions (4){
(6), the pure ane di usion part in di usive state Xt, follows dXt = (Xt)dt + (Xt)dWt,
and has CCF given by AD = e t+ t>Xt from (7). We assume for simplicity that there is
no stochastic volatility, so that H1 = 0. Then, t and t satisfy the following equations
(that simplify (8){(9)) under appropriate boundary conditions:
_t =
_t =

K1>

t

K0>

t

1
2

> H0 t :

t

(10)
(11)

For K0 and K1 constant, and H0 a positive-de nite matrix, standard integration gives the
following analytical solutions to (10){(11):
i

(t) = e(T t)i i(T )
(t) = (T ) + i(T )(K0)i[e(T t)i 1]i 1
+ (1=2) i(T ) j (T )[e(T t)(i+j ) 1][i + j ] 1(H0)ij :

(12)
(13)

We implicitly sum over all repeated indices in (13), r := (K1)rr is the rth diagonal
element of K1, and i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n. We further assume that there is no drift in the mean
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, so that K0 = 0 (which gives the desired model (2)).

(t) = (T ) + (1=2) i(T ) j (T )[e(T

Then, (13) simpli es to:

t)(i +j )

1][i + j ] 1(H0)ij :

(14)

To summarize, the di usive model (2) captures mean reversion of three independent
risk factors, and their volatilities. The model has a CCF AD = e t+ t>Xt , in terms of
parameters t and t, that (through (12) and (14)) are themselves in terms of t, T , K1
(i.e. 1; 2; 3), and H0 (i.e. 1; 2; 3), which are either known, or can be estimated.
On the other hand, we model spikes using a nite m-state Markov regime-switching
process, setting m = 3. This technique enables us to exibly capture observed spike
behaviour such as duration of more than one day. The spike model has a pure ane jump
(AJ) representation, in the spike state Xe .
Proposition 1 The conditional characteristic function AJ , corresponding to an m-state
>
Markov regime-switching process, has exponential-ane form e e(T t;u)+ e(T t;u) Xet , with

Xet an m  1 vector with ith element unity, and the remaining elements zero (corresponding

to an active ith spike state). The regime-switching process has an equivalent representation
as a pure ane jump process, through appropriate mapping of parameters in (6).

A complete proof is given in the Appendix. The importance of Proposition 1 is that
it enables us to model spikes realistically using a regime-switching process, and then to
write the spike model as an AJ (with corresponding CCF AJ), which can be combined
with the di usive CCF AJ, to give the full AJD CCF = AD AJ. In other words, we
pre-calibrate and model spikes independently of the di usive risk factors, but are then able
to reintroduce the spikes when pricing derivatives.
It remains to estimate the parameters of the ane di usive CCF AD, which follows by
writing the log spot and log forwards in state-space form, and using the recursive Kalman
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lter to construct a likelihood function, which is then optimized numerically.6
2.3 State-space representation of di usive factors

We rst write the ane di usion (2) in state-space form, i.e. in terms of a measurement
equation, which provides a connection between observable spot and forward prices, and
unobservable state components, and a transition equation, which describes the dynamic
evolution of the di usive risk factors. State-space techniques have been widely applied in
econometrics, and are useful for time-varying coecient and stochastic volatility models.7
Measurement equation

In an AJD, the logarithm of the price of an interval forward, ln(ft(T1; T2)), can be approximated by an ane function of the risk factors Xet and Xt, where t is the pricing time, and
T1 and T2 are the start and end of the delivery period. By de nition of the risk-neutral
6 Other methods of econometric estimation of the parameters of ane di usions (ADs) are covered by
Singleton (2001), who uses the closed-form structure of the CCF of discretely-sampled observations from
an AD, with non-latent state variables and Fourier inversion, to derive (conditional) maximum likelihood
estimators, and shows that these can be computationally demanding for non-scalar X . He also constructs
generalized method-of-moments estimators directly from the partial derivatives of the CCF, evaluated at
zero, which avoids the need for Fourier inversion.
7 For detailed discussions see Durbin and Koopman (2004) and Harvey et al. (2004), and Coulon and
Howison (2009) for an interesting application to electricity price modelling.
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probability measure Q, we have:
ln(ft(T1; T2)) = ln
= ln

"

EQ

X
(T2 T1) 1 Ss Ft

s

"

EQ

X
(T2 T1) 1 e(s+e>Xes+

s

T1 ) 1

X

T1 ) 1

X

 ln (T2 T1) 1

X

= ln (T2
= ln (T2

:= ln

#!

s
s
s

h

e s E Q e

es
e> X

> Xs

i

#!

h

Ft E Q e

> Xs

(15)
Ft

>
>
es e et (s)+ et (s)Xet e t (s)+ t (s)Xt

es + et (s)+ t (s)+ t (s)

> Xt

!

X
(T2 T1) 1 et(s)+ t(s)>Xt ;

s

) Ft

!

!

!
i

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

with the summations taken over s 2 [T1; T2], and s > t. Equation (15) follows from the
spot model (1), and (16) from independence of spike and di usive risk factors, and the
deterministic nature of the yearly and weekly patterns in s. Equation (17) follows directly
from the de nition of the CCF (7), and (18) by setting et(s) = 0 (the justi cation comes
from numerical observation: this term is close to zero in practice for T1 t > 20 days).
Equation (19) follows by de ning t(s) := s + et(s) + t(s). The coecients t(s) and
t (s) are solutions of the equations (10){(11), with dependence on s. Terms s and et (s)
are pre-calibrated following the method explained before Section 2.1.8
In order to write ln(ft(T1; T2)) as an ane function of the di usive risk factors Xt, we

8 We assume for simplicity in this paper that P = Q, i.e. the physical and risk-neutral measures are
identical. Culot (2003, ch. 2) shows that an AJD under P may be written as an AJD under Q, through
appropriate transformation of parameters.
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approximate (19) by its rst-order Taylor expansion about Xt = 0:
ln (T2

T1 ) 1

X

s

et (s)

!

+

P

t (s)
sP t (s)e
 (s)
se t

!>

Xt :=  t (T1 ; T2 ) + t> (T1 ; T2 )Xt :

(20)

We have written both the log spot and all the log forwards as ane functions of the same
risk factors Xt. This manipulation is very convenient for estimation. Denote by ft(i) the ith
forward with delivery period [T1(i); T2(i)], i = 1; 2; : : : ; M (and M is the number of forward
products that are included). Given expressions (1) and (20) for spot and forward prices,
and with spikes removed from the spot series, we can write:
0

1

0

1

0

1

>
ln(St) C B
t
B
C B
C
B
C B
C B
C
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
>
B ln(f ) C B  t (T ; T ) C B  (T ; T ) C
t C B
1
2
1
2
B
C B t
C
Yt := B . C = B
C+B
C Xt + t := rt + At Xt + t ;
.
.
B
B
C B
C
.. C
..
..
B
C B
C B
C
@
A @
A @
A
t>(T1(M ); T2(M ))
ln(ft(M ))
t(T1(M ); T2(M ))

in which rt is (M + 1)  1, At is (M + 1)  n, and Xt and t are n  1. Hence, the
measurement equation is given by:
Yt = rt + At Xt + t :

(21)

The observed variables Yt include the log spot price, and a selection of log forward
prices at various liquid maturities. The choice of variables in Yt is important, since the
spot provides information on high-frequency short-term movements, while forwards contain valuable information concerning market participants' expectations of future economic
conditions, and have an impact on estimation of lower-frequency, longer-term movements.
In our APX example, we include month+1, month+2, quarter+1, quarter+2, quarter+3,
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quarter+4, year+1 and year+2 forwards. The term t  N(0; t) in (21) can be interpreted
as a \measurement error", and is added to deal with observations that are not exactly contemporaneous, or with model shortcomings that make it impossible to reproduce all of the
observed prices.
Transition equation

It is well known that an ane di usion such as (2) can be discretized to give:
Xt = st + Bt Xt 1 + "t ;

(22)

in which Xt and st are n  1, Bt is n  n, and "t  N(0; t). The elements of st and
Bt solve ordinary di erential equations with appropriate boundary conditions, as do the
elements of the covariance matrix t. Equation (22) models the risk factor evolution over
time.
Kalman lter

The Kalman lter is used recursively to compute an estimate of the state variables at time
t, given available information Ft . When model innovations and initial unobserved variables
are normally distributed, the Kalman lter enables convenient construction of the likelihood
function. In the linear Gaussian state-space framework, the measurement and transition
equations are given by (21) and (22), where Yt is observed, rt, At, st, Bt are coecients
(from the solution of ODEs, of known form, but with unknown parameters, namely i and
i ), and t and "t are independent innovations. If the system matrices rt , At , Bt , st , t , t
are known and nonstochastic (so that they can change in a predetermined way over time,
but may depend upon unknown parameters, which can be estimated), then the Kalman
lter gives a minimum mean squared error (MSE) estimator of Xt conditional on Ft. If the
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assumption of normality is relaxed, the estimator still minimizes the MSE within the class
of linear estimators. The Kalman lter is used to construct the log likelihood as follows:
N
N
X
X
ln(L(Y )) = (M +2 1)N ln(2) 12 ln jFtjt 1j 21 t>jt
t=1
t=1

1
1 Ftjt 1 tjt 1 ;

(23)

with prediction error tjt 1 := Yt Ytjt 1 (and Ytjt 1 is the conditional forecast of Yt), Ftjt 1
is the conditional variance of the prediction error, and N is the sample size. A derivation
of this standard result is given in the Appendix, for ease of reference. Estimation using
(23) will give values for all free parameters and an estimate of the unobserved state Xt:
these are used later in both simulation and pricing.
Optimization problem

The set of parameters  = f1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 3g, are rst estimated from (23) by maximum
likelihood, subject to the constraint that i > 0 and i > 0, i.e. max2 ln(L(Y ; )). The
variance matrix t of t in (21) is calibrated by minimizing the di erence between market
and model quarterly forwards. For speed, and to improve the t of the volatility term
structure, subsequent calibrations can proceed as follows: we x L = f1; 2; 3; 1g, and
estimate C = f2; 3g by matching available at-the-money forward option prices, quoted
on the last date of the data sample, i.e.
min
C 2C

J
X
i=1

FOimod(L; c) FOimkt2 :

Hence, we can minimize the pricing errors on the forward options, where J is the number
of options to be tted, FOmkt are market prices, and FOmod are the model-implied prices,
computed using the pricing methods detailed brie y below. The numerical optimizations
are performed using a BFGS quasi-Newton search with numerical gradient computation,
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and linear backtracking to choose step length. In practice, we set J = 2, and t month+1
(short-term) and year+1 (long-term) forward options.
Unconstrained maximum likelihood tends to underestimate the volatility term structure. Essentially, forward volatility is modelled only up to the level that can be explained
by the volatility of the three underlying factors. Constraining the maximum likelihood to
match the volatility term structure will \correct" the estimation when the number of risk
factors is not sucient to fully describe the joint dynamics of the forwards of all maturities.
Attention must be given to the choice of constraints, since it may not be possible to match
the entire volatility term structure due to insucient degrees of freedom.
2.4 Hourly spot model: historical pro le sampling

Given the daily model, the hourly spot prices at some given future date are generated
by random sampling from a historical dataset. For a given future day with day number
d = 1; 2; : : : ; 365, we assign an hourly pro le (i.e. a spot price for each of the hours
1{24) that has been selected from all previously observed hourly pro les, conditional on
matching (a) the day type: weekday or weekend, and (b) the spike type: spike day or
no spike day. We refer to this procedure as \historical pro le sampling" (or HPS). The
hourly HPS model takes as input the future daily mean spot price for day d, constructed
by stochastic simulation from the estimated daily model. Then, the historical sampling
dataset is constructed by:
 (Weekday, no spike) For a weekday d that has daily mean spot below a threshold
,

the historical sampling dataset includes all weekdays that have daily mean spot
lower than  , and that are within  20 day numbers of d. For the APX example, we
choose  = 70 euros/MWh. A probability is assigned to each observation from the
sampling dataset using a triangular density function, which takes its maximum at d,
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and gives a non-zero probability to all pro les in the sampling dataset.
 (Weekday, spike) For a weekday d that has daily mean spot above the threshold
 , the sampling dataset includes all historical hourly pro

les observed on weekdays
for which the daily mean exceeded  . Observations are again assigned a probability
according to a triangular density function.

 (Weekend) For Saturdays (Sundays/holidays) d, the sampling dataset includes all
Saturdays (Sundays/holidays) from previous years that are within  20 day numbers

of d. We treat public holidays as Sundays.

We rst normalize the historical hourly spot prices, by dividing by the daily mean.
Then, St[hourly] = gt[hourly]St[daily], where g. is the normalized hourly pro le. The
HPS is nonparametric in the sense that our only choice is that of g, and it is coherent
with the daily model, since the volatility of the daily mean is unchanged. Using this
method, we were able to approximate quite complicated intraday behaviour, such as winter
evening peaks, summer midday peaks, and the di erent patterns observed on weekdays
and weekends. The HPS also enables ecient numerical pricing of hourly forward curves
and spot options. Various extensions are possible, including non-constant threshold  ,
and alternative clustering of historical data, e.g. the split of weekday non-spikes into (a)
weekday non-spike low day, and (b) weekday non-spike high day.
3 Empirical example

The data under study consist of the APX hourly electricity spot prices in euros/MWh
(www.apx.nl). The exchange opened on 02.03.1999, and spot data is available on weekends
and holidays. The early part of the series revealed a number of likely data errors, and miss-
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ing data, and we discard the period 02.03.1999{31.12.2000.9 Our illustrative sample ends
on 02.06.2005, which gives a total of 1614 daily observations. Unless otherwise indicated,
\spot" refers to the baseload daily average series.
The three largest spikes occur at 368.80 euros/MWh, 637.37 euros/MWh and 660.34
euros/MWh (12,13,11 August 2003 respectively), and are particularly striking. Summary
statistics are reported in Table 1, and show a highly volatile, positively-skewed and leptokurtic spot, which is consistent with many empirical ndings, and which re ects spike
components. The standard deviation of the spot price is 33.10 euros/MWh, which is 92%
of the mean value. We nd that 122 (45) spot prices exceed 60 (100) euros/MWh, i.e.
7:6% and 2:8%. Of these 122, 15 occur in February{May, 44 in June{September, and 63 in
October{January. When only peak times (hours 8 to 23: 07:00{23:00) are considered, 219
(73) prices exceed 60 (100) euros/MWh, i.e. 13:6% and 4:5%. No o -peak prices exceed 60
euros/MWh. Intraweek seasonality is clearly visible in the autocorrelation function of the
daily baseload spot series. Strong intraday patterns can also be seen in the autocorrelation
function of the hourly baseload spot.
Although not shown in the table, the one-day log returns Rt and squared log returns Rt2
are clearly not independent, and the rst-order autocorrelations of Rt and Rt2 are 0:203
and 0:153, and are statistically signi cant. The Ljung-Box statistics for up to fourteenthorder serial correlation in Rt and Rt2 are 807.77 and 173.60, and are highly signi cant when
compared to the limiting chi-squared distribution.
We also report summary descriptive statistics and autocorrelations, conditional on
hour, and day of the week, in Table 1. Average peak-period prices and unconditional
volatility are much higher than during the o -peak period, and highest around midday
and in the early evening, while skewness and kurtosis re ect the (non-)occurrence of
9 Also, the spot series changes dramatically at 01.01.2001, due to changes in market infrastructure. Prior
to 2001, three regulated tari s were in place for end users, and all exchange bids were made at these prices.
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spikes in (o -)peak hours. Intraweek seasonal patterns are apparent in both level and
volatility, and there is evidence that price behaviour is very di erent on weekdays and
at the weekend. There is strong dependence in the baseload spot, and considerable persistence in the o -peak period prices. The autocorrelation function declines slowly for
all hours 18:00{09:00. For base(day), AC.[day] is de ned as the periodic autocorrelation
coecient (see Koopman et al. (2007)), e.g. AC1 [wed] = corr(St [wed]; St 1 [tue]) and
AC7[wed] = corr(St[wed]; St 7[wed]). There are 230{231 observations per day type. There
is little correlation between Mon{Wed baseload and the corresponding days in the previous 2 weeks. However, this dependence is considerably higher for Thu{Sun. The rst
and second-order periodic autocorrelations show that Mon has a large impact on Tue and
Wed, while Thu and Fri, and Sat and Sun, are also closely related. These results strongly
support explicit modelling of intraweek behaviour, and weekday/weekend levels.
We also use APX forward data, in euros/MWh, from Platts, an independent energy market data publishing company (www.platts.com). For instance, on 02.01.2001, we
have quotations for baseload forwards Y2001D003, Y2001W02, Y2001M02, Y2001M03,
Y2001Q2 and Y2002, i.e. day 3 (03.01.2001), week 2 (08{14.01.2001), month 2 (01{
28.02.2001), month 3 (01{31.03.2001), quarter 2 (01.04{30.06.2001), and year 2002 (01.01{
31.12.2002). The price quotations are the mean of the bid and ask prices. A typical APX
forward trade would be for 5{15 MW of power, in 5 MW increments. Finally, we use quotations of options on APX forward contracts, taken from ICAP Energy (eu.icapenergy.com).
In the example, we use two such options, quoted at 26.05.2005: Option no.1 (at-the-money
put), on a Y2006 forward, with underlying forward price(=strike) 46.53 euros/MWh, maturity 17.12.2005, price 2.61 euros/MWh, and implied volatility 19:0%, and Option no.2
(at-the-money call), on a Y2005M07 forward, with underlying forward price 43.75 euros/MWh, maturity 27.06.2005, price 3.46 euros/MWh, and implied volatility 67:2%.
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3.1 Results

We now report calibrated (spikes, seasonal patterns) and state-space estimated (di usion
component) parameters. The 3 spike levels are given as:
(nospike; level1; level2; level3) = (0:66071; 1:49352; 2:79031);
with one-day transition matrix:
0

G1

0:966
B
B
B 0:370
B
day = B
B
B 0:370
@
0:370

0:004
0:397
0:029
0:029

0:026
0:204
0:572
0:204

1

0:004 C
C
0:029 C
C
C:
0:029 C
C
A
0:397

The exponentials of the spike levels approximately translate to multiplicative factors of
an average spot level under \small", \medium" and \large" spikes, i.e. e0:66071  1:94,
e1:49352  4:45, and e2:79031  16:29. The one-period transition matrix G1 day is calculated
from the instantaneous transition matrix G of Proposition 1 as G1 day = eG I := (pij (1)),
with i; j = 0; 1; 2; 3 (no spike, and spike levels 1; 2 and 3). We see that p00(1)  0:966,
i.e. 3:4% probability of some spike arriving in the next period given that the spot price is
in a non-spike regime. However, once a spike regime has been entered, the non-negligible
probabilities of remaining in some spike regime re ect the ability of the model to capture
possible multiple-day spike durations. The long-run transition matrix limq!1 e(G In)q :=
(pi(1)) gives (p0(1); p1(1); p2(1); p3(1))  (0:917; 0:009; 0:064; 0:009), i.e. the overall
probability of some spike arriving is 8:2% (which closely matches market observations). A
rough calculation based upon the one-period transition matrix gives the expected number
of periods between leaving the no-spike regime and returning to the no-spike regime after
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a spike, as Pq2Nnf1g Pi6=1fe(G
The yearly pattern is:

In )q g

i1

 1:7 (days), which is again reasonable.

(b1; b2; b3) = (3:71177; 0:08064; 2:17914);
and corresponds to high winter and low summer prices, while the weekly pattern:
(Mon; Tue; Wed; Thu; Fri; Sat; Sun)
= (1:09953; 1:09809; 1:10188; 1:12976; 1:06094; 0:83001; 0:67980)
reveals relatively high Mon{Thu prices, that fall slightly on Fri, and are signi cantly lower
on Sat and Sun, as expected. The estimated mean reversion parameters:
(b1; b2; b3) = (0:32; 0:0068403; 0:000026268)
represent di usion half-lives of 2:2 days, 101:3 days, and more than 72 years, respectively,
and we see from:
(b1; b2; b3) = (0:16943; 0:038299; 0:008129)
that b1 > b2 > b3. In-sample forward curves are closely matched. The model volatility term structure (model vol), estimated over 27.05.2002{26.05.2005, slightly overstates
the empirical volatility term structure (empirical vol), although the absolute di erence decreases with time-to-maturity T t (days). Unsurprisingly, the largest error corresponds
to the more volatile spot, although generally the error is rather small:
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T

t (days)

0
30
60
91
182
273
364
365
729

product empirical vol
spot
0:35058
month+1 0:037538
month+2 0:018204
quarter+1 0:014426
quarter+2 0:013278
quarter+3 0:011910
year+1
0:015170
quarter+4 0:010480
year+2 0:0058648

model vol
0:37481
0:039188
0:032186
0:028020
0:017157
0:01238
0:012482
0:010602
0:0097521

3.2 Model assessment

To assess the estimated models' ability to robustly reproduce observed price behaviour,
we generate multiple simulated price series, across some time period of interest (we choose
calendar year 2003). We identify various model-independent statistical or business key features of the observed time series, such as spike duration, autocorrelation, or intraday seasonal patterns. Using the simulated spot series, we then build a Gaussian kernel-smoothed
scenario distribution for each key feature, which is compared to that which is calculated
from historical data. This method gives a more detailed picture of model performance than
analysis of the moments of the scenario distribution alone.
A selection of output is plotted in Figures 1{6. We generated 1000 daily and 250
hourly spot scenarios. Figures 1{6 illustrate the intraday behaviour of the HPS model,
using hourly scenarios. In each gure, we compute the ratio of the spot mean conditional
on hour, to the unconditional spot mean, given both season (summer: Apr{Sep, or winter:
Oct{Mar) and day type (weekday, Sat or Sun). The observed mean ratios for each hour
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are linked with a solid line (cubic spline), and the bands around each observed mean ratio
correspond to 90% and 95% model scenario bands (the kernel distribution is not plotted
here). We see that the model accurately captures the midday and (when appropriate)
evening peaks in prices, given di erent seasons and day types.
4 Conclusions

We have proposed a practical model for daily electricity spot and forward prices, with
regime-switching spikes, that incorporates various stylized features of power prices, including mean reversion and seasonal patterns. We model spike behaviour exibly within the
ane jump di usion framework by using a Markov regime-switching process, that enables
us to replicate the short duration and extreme nature of price spikes. The model is estimated using both spot and forward market price data, in a two-step procedure, with
pre-calibrated \structural" elements, and di usive parameters that are estimated using
maximum likelihood and the Kalman lter (see also Cartea and Figueroa (2005)). Spot
data is appropriate for estimation of short-term shocks, spikes, and intraweek seasonality,
while the coarser granularity of the forward curve is used to estimate medium/long-term
shocks, and annual seasonality. The calibration procedure is motivated by the properties and limitations of power price data, and by the planned uses of the model. We also
develop a simple nonparametric model for hourly spot prices, that builds upon the daily
model. The performance of the models is illustrated using a simulation-based assessment
methodology, which shows in particular the ability of the hourly model to sensibly reproduce complicated intraday patterns. Several results on ane jump di usions are used to
give closed-form solutions for interesting power derivatives, in contrast to many \classical"
power models, while remaining empirically tractable.
In short, we have described a general and exible treatment of power (and energy) price
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modelling, that covers many important stylized features of daily and hourly electricity,
and that can be used eciently for derivative pricing and hedging applications. It is
straightforward to adapt the model to the speci cs of a particular market, and variations
on the approach presented in the paper have been used successfully in real business settings.
A number of extensions of the research in this paper are possible. We can imagine
potential model modi cations for a more realistic description of the observed spot series,
e.g. by changing the annual pattern to account for multiple annual peaks, adapting the
Markov regime-switching process to allow for time-dependent spikes, or weakening the
restrictions on the AJD coecient matrices to enable modelling of stochastic volatility,
correlations between risk factors, or more subtle stylized features, as well as multivariate
power/fuel models, and removal of linearity in the pricing expressions (with use of nonlinear
ltering techniques). These would come at the expense of an increase in the computational
burden, and would obscure the main messages of this paper.
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A Appendix
A.1 Kalman lter derivation of log likelihood

The basic lter comprises prediction and updating algorithms (which estimate Xt given
Ft 1 and Ft , respectively). We use the following notation: Xtjt 1 := E [Xt jFt 1 ] is the
conditional expectation of Xt, Ptjt 1 := E [(Xt Xtjt 1)(Xt Xtjt 1)>] is the conditional
covariance matrix of Xt, Ytjt 1 := E [YtjFt 1] is the conditional forecast of Yt, tjt 1 :=
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Yt Ytjt 1 is the prediction error, and Ftjt 1 := E [t2jt 1 ] is the conditional variance of the

prediction error.
(a) Prediction: given Ft 1, compute state Xtjt 1 and covariance Ptjt 1, and estimate Yt:
Xtjt 1
Ptjt 1
tjt 1
Ftjt 1

=
=
=
=

st + Bt Xt 1jt 1 ;
Bt Pt 1jt 1 Bt> +

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

t;

Yt At Xtjt 1 rt ;
At Ptjt 1 A>t + t :

Given that X1 and ft; "tg are Gaussian, and Ftjt 1 is positive-de nite, then the conditional
distribution of Yt is multivariate normal: YtjFt 1  NM +1(Ytjt 1; Ftjt 1), i.e.
ln((YtjFt 1)) = (M 2+ 1) ln(2) 12 ln jFtjt 1j 12 t>jt

1
1 Ftjt 1 tjt 1 :

(28)

(b) Updating: the inference based on information in the state variables is revised based on
realization of the observed variables:
Xtjt
Ptjt

=
=

Xtjt 1 + Ptjt 1 A>t Ftjt1 1 tjt 1 ;
Ptjt 1 Ptjt 1 A>t Ftjt1 1 At Ptjt 1 ;

(29)
(30)

where Ptjt 1A>t Ftjt1 1 is the \Kalman gain". We assume that the inverse of Ftjt 1 always
exists, i.e. positive-de nite, although it could otherwise be replaced by a pseudo-inverse.
(c) Likelihood: Recursive use of (24){(27) and (29){(30), with (28), enables us to write the
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log likelihood ln(L(Y )) = PNt=1 ln((YtjFt 1)) as:
N
N
X
X
ln(L(Y )) = (M +2 1)N ln(2) 12 ln jFtjt 1j 21 t>jt
t=1
t=1

1
1 Ftjt 1 tjt 1 :


A.2 Proof of Proposition 1
Part 1

The conditional characteristic function (CCF) of the m-state Markov regime-switching
spike process is de ned using (7) as:
(u; Xet; t; T ) := E [eu>XeT jFt] = E [eu>XeT jXet = ei];
in which Xet is an m1 vector of spike risk factors, and ei is an m1 vector with ith element
unity and the remaining elements zero (corresponding to an active ith spike state), and e0
is the no-spike state. Let G be the (m + 1)  (m + 1) in nitesimal transition matrix with
Gij dt the probability of moving from state Xet = ei to Xet+dt = ej , with i; j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; mg.
Then, the probability of moving from Xet = ei to XeT = ej is:
Prob(XeT = ej jXet = ei) = e((G

Im+1 )(T t))ij

:= Gij ;

where e. is the matrix exponential. So,
(

u; Xet ; t; T

) = E[

>
eu XeT jXet

= ei ] =

m
X
j =1

Gij

>
eu ej

=

m
X
j =1

Gij euj :

(31)
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Assume that (31) can be written using the functional form of an ane jump (AJ) CCF,
from (7). Then, Pmj=1 Gij euj = e + >ei , or:
ln

m
X
j =1

Gij euj

Clearly, i = 0 and (32) gives:

= +

= ln

m
X
j =1

> ei =

+

(32)

i:

(33)

G0j euj ;

while i 6= 0 and (32) gives:
i = ln

m
X
j =1

Gij euj

m
X

= ln(

j =1

Gij euj =

m
X
j =1

G0j euj ):

(34)

The Markov regime-switching process CCF (u; Xet; t; T ) has a form that can be written
as the CCF from an AJ, through (32){(34). Furthermore, (34) satis es the standard AJ
ordinary di erential equations, with _i(t) = Pmj=1 Gij (e j (t) i(t) 1) derived from either
(34), or the AJ ordinary di erential equations. Practically, a regime-switching spike process
can be calibrated using pre-identi ed spikes, and the AJ CCF written in terms of elements
of the transition matrix G.
Part 2

The regime-switching process can be written in the form (6), by appropriate choice of l0
and l1. A jump represents a move from spike state ei to spike state ej . Without loss of
generality, and to simplify notation, we do not consider the no-spike state e0 here. From
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(3){(6), the arrival rate ij of the move from ei to ej is given by:
ij
ij

=
=

l0;ij + l1>;ij ei = Gij
l0;ij + l1>;ij ek6=i = 0;

where l0;ij and Gij are 1  1, and l1;ij and ei are m  1. Then, l1>;ij ei = Gij , and:
l0;ij = 0; l1;ij = Gij ei :

(35)

(Xet ) = (ij ) = l0 + l1 Xet ;

(36)

So, from (6) and (35), for an AJ:

in which l0 = (l0;ij ) is m(m + 1)  1, and l1 = (l1>;ij ) is m(m + 1)  m. The jump from ei
to ej has xed size ej ei, and so the m  1 jump amplitude distribution  is given by:
ij (z ) = 1;

if

z = ej

ei ;

(37)

and zero otherwise. We have shown that the elements of the AJ jump distribution in (6)
can be written in terms of the transition matrix G. The regime-switching process can thus
be transformed into an ane jump (see (36) and (37)), and its CCF derived, both in terms
of the transition matrix G and the spike levels ei. This completes the proof. 
A.3 Option pricing in the ane jump di usion setting

We have developed pricing formulae for various power derivatives. It is always useful to
have closed-form pricing solutions, since Monte Carlo methods tend to be computationally
expensive, especially when computing options on forwards or option price Greeks.
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Forwards are the most commonly traded nancial products in power markets. In our
framework, daily forwards ft(T ), with maturity T > t, have an exponential-ane form in
terms of the spike and di usive risk factors:
ft (T ) = E Q [ST jFt ] = E Q [et +e

>X
et

+

> Xt

jFt] = (et ; 0; (e; )>; 0; (Xet; Xt)>; t; T );

from (1), and using Due et al.'s (2000) extended transform , which generalizes (7):
(d0 ; d1 ; a; b; Xt ; t; T ) = E Q [(d0 + d>1 XT )e(a+ib)

>X

T

jFt] := (At + BtXt)e t+ t>Xt :

Parameters At, Bt, t and t solve a system of complex ordinary di erential equations
under appropriate boundary conditions. Monthly, quarterly and yearly forwards ft(T1; T2),
with T2 > T1 > t, are approximately exponentially-ane in the di usive risk factors, from
(20).
Hourly forwards ft (Th ), for some hour Th of the delivery day T > t, are priced numerically. We use the hourly HPS model, and essentially integrate over all possible hourly
pro les, using expectations of the form E [Sh] = E [Sdc11Sd< + Sdc21Sd ], with daily spot
price Sd, some spike threshold  (e.g.  = 70 euros/MWh in our APX example), and
hourly pro les c1 and c2 drawn from the non-spike and spike historical sampling distributions respectively. By independence, this expectation simpli es to:
E [Sh ] = E [c1 ]E [Sd 1Sd < ] + E [c2 ]E [Sd 1Sd  ]:

Due et al. (2000) also show that a European call option, with payo at maturity T
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given by

(T ) = (ST

Payoff

K )+ , can be written in terms of the G-transform:

G(y; d0 ; d1 ; a; b; Xt ; t; T )

:= E Q[(d0 + d>1 XT )ea>XT 1b>XT y jFt]
= 12 (d0; d1; a; 0; Xt; t; T )
1 Z 1 Im[(d0; d1; a; vb; Xt; t; T )e
 R+ v

ivy

]dv:

(38)

The method of solving the above integral has been widely studied. This technique of calculation is applied when matching available at-the-money forward option prices, quoted on
the last date of the data sample, in Section 2. Hourly call options are priced numerically by
rst computing the conditional expectation of the payo given Sd, using a simple weighted
average, and then approximating its Fourier transform using the fast Fourier transform.
Combining this aproximation with the analytic characteristic function of the distribution
of Sd, we obtain by Parseval's identity the unconditional expectation of the payo .10
As a nal word on the risk management applications of AJDs, once a contract has been
valued and a position taken, it is important to be able to manage its risk by constructing
a hedge against it. Hedging against a risk factor consists of taking an opposite position in
proportion to the impact of the risk factor, and is often conducted through use of \Greeks",
which measure this impact, and can easily be computed in the AJD framework, e.g. GXi
(delta), GXiXi (gamma) and Gt (theta), from (38).

10 The general problem reduces to computation of the expectation of a nonlinear payo f of a random
R
variable with density function p or: E Q [f (X )] = Rn f (x)p(x)dx. There are two ways of computing the
expectation. The rst involves the density function, which is rarely available in an analytical form, and
the payo function f , which often has an analytical form. The second involves the characteristic function,
which is available for a large class of random variables (and in particular, for the AJDs used in this paper),
and the Fourier transform of the payo function, and gives an approach to general numerical pricing.
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Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for summer months (Apr - Sep inclusive),
week days (Mon - Fri inclusive)
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef

Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for winter months (Oct - Mar inclusive),
week days (Mon - Fri inclusive)
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef
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Figure 1: Seasonal mean (summer, week).

Figure 2: Seasonal mean (winter, week).

Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for summer months (Apr - Sep inclusive), Saturday
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef

Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for winter months (Oct - Mar inclusive), Saturday
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef
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Figure 3: Seasonal mean (summer, Sat).
Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for summer months (Apr - Sep inclusive), Sunday
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef
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Figure 4: Seasonal mean (winter, Sat).
Daily Seasonal Coefficients (mean)
for winter months (Oct - Mar inclusive), Sunday
Crosses: obs coef
Lines: 90% CI
Hooks: 95% CI
Black line: fitted cubic spline on obs coef
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Figure 5: Seasonal mean (summer, Sun).
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Figure 6: Seasonal mean (winter, Sun).
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base
peak
o -peak
h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
h6
h7
h8
h9
h 10
h 11
h 12
h 13
h 14
h 15
h 16
h 17
h 18
h 19
h 20
h 21
h 22
h 23
h 24
base (mon)
base (tue)
base (wed)
base (thu)
base (fri)
base (sat)
base (sun)

mean
35:93
44:86
18:08
21:63
15:72
15:50
14:43
14:40
16:35
19:86
27:36
36:02
51:61
58:24
70:24
51:67
54:90
47:13
43:25
40:92
63:99
46:45
37:53
33:28
28:47
26:65
24:96
42:55
43:74
42:80
40:06
35:49
26:78
20:00

max
660:34
979:67
47:42
55:22
46:27
41:81
39:50
38:61
42:96
62:50
150:00
500:12
2000:00
1600:00
1999:00
1800:00
1800:00
1600:00
1800:00
1799:00
1999:00
800:00
489:39
400:00
101:01
90:12
79:12
660:34
368:80
637:37
214:96
175:88
112:40
51:54

sdev
33:10
48:76
6:24
6:68
6:26
6:40
6:39
6:50
7:14
9:32
14:97
31:64
82:98
85:44
105:46
78:51
6:10
68:59
87:00
74:69
131:44
60:39
29:89
19:10
9:16
8:07
7:36
47:91
39:00
47:51
25:03
18:26
10:24
6:23

sk
10:02
10:45
0:35
0:61
0:44
0:27
0:25
0:22
0:01
0:15
1:63
6:74
13:53
9:85
9:05
13:70
10:96
10:92
14:03
15:58
7:39
6:49
6:24
8:02
1:88
1:54
1:36
9:69
4:94
9:16
3:61
3:80
3:56
0:96

kt
159:79
169:69
3:84
5:17
4:30
3:75
3:48
3:44
3:34
3:03
13:68
77:53
270:58
147:39
123:55
260:51
181:76
191:38
244:33
320:85
77:10
56:35
64:68
120:66
12:69
10:07
9:04
121:57
32:89
109:00
19:68
23:34
25:44
5:90

AC1
0:540
0:533
0:772
0:675
0:745
0:736
0:735
0:729
0:694
0:583
0:504
0:396
0:265
0:420
0:484
0:409
0:438
0:491
0:401
0:598
0:634
0:553
0:532
0:359
0:604
0:613
0:531
0:176
0:802
0:844
0:391
0:678
0:263
0:532

AC2
0:374
0:372
0:629
0:573
0:648
0:628
0:626
0:607
0:504
0:259
0:171
0:181
0:352
0:337
0:389
0:379
0:366
0:292
0:281
0:183
0:397
0:467
0:451
0:300
0:524
0:546
0:413
0:134
0:183
0:911
0:473
0:316
0:252
0:287

AC7
0:163
0:153
0:664
0:571
0:622
0:617
0:612
0:619
0:665
0:725
0:599
0:239
0:086
0:146
0:166
0:117
0:159
0:191
0:075
0:090
0:246
0:323
0:426
0:471
0:536
0:615
0:426
0:109
0:097
0:017
0:240
0:303
0:358
0:502

AC14
0:105
0:099
0:568
0:449
0:543
0:531
0:513
0:519
0:577
0:645
0:512
0:177
0:083
0:089
0:113
0:050
0:096
0:101
0:040
0:052
0:213
0:205
0:323
0:261
0:450
0:510
0:404
0:021
0:017
0:013
0:297
0:166
0:293
0:440

Table 1: Descriptive statistics on APX spot over sample period 01:01:2001 02:06:2005
(1614 daily observations). We report the mean, maximum, standard deviation, skewness,
kurtosis, and lag-j periodic autocorrelation coecients ACj , conditional on baseload, peak
and o -peak average, hour h of day, and day of week. See Section 3 for discussion.

